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Introduction English 

Maths Social studies 

Yes, the nights are getting darker, the 
leaves are throwing themselves on the 
floor, and the gas bill is getting bigger—
Yay, it’s time to celebrate Thanksgiving! 
Your oscillating potential Oscar  winners 
are practicing hard! 

It would be great if you could find time to 
talk to me about costumes for the show.  

Best wishes, 

Karl 

We’ve been getting comatose by commas 
in English as we look at this small but 
tricky punctuation mark. Commas, in my 
opinion, are, perhaps, overused, in some 
ways, in English; however, when you use 
them well, they let it flow… 

When we haven’t been busy putting the 
curly things between our clauses, we’ve 
been sharpening our reading comprehen-
sion skills: how to read nuanced texts and 
how to identify the gist of a passage.   

We’ve been using our animal instincts in 
social studies as we start our new topic— 
animal classification.  So far, we have 
looked at the main criteria for dividing 
living things into their kingdoms and 
classes. 

Animal classification is an important sub-
ject because it teaches children the differ-
ence between objective and subjective 
opinions. As part of this, we produced a 
logic flow chart that divided the class 
based on empirical truths.  

The children decided not to dress up this year and just come as themselves... 

What’s the difference between Horatio 
and a ratio? Well, one is a Shakespeare-
an character and the other is what we’re 
studying in maths. So far, we’ve learnt 
equivalent ratios and ratios used for 
sharing (Christmas is coming). Ratios are 
an important part of maths as they’re a 
strategy for solving more complicated 
questions. 

And, to improve the children’s speed, 
we’ve been doing weekly 10-minute 
math tests—more speed, less haste.  


